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REORGANIZATION FROM THE TRADITIONAL SCHOOL
PART I
NECESSITY FOR REORGANIZATION
The "beginning of reorganization from the traditional
public school into the present plan, in Massachusetts and in
fact in the United States at large, may be dated back to the
survey of conditions in the Massachusetts schools in 1879.
This survey was conducted by the State Board of Education
and very plainly showed the need for a reform in organization of
the schools, a change in teaching methods, and in the subject
matter taught. Quincy, Massachusetts was one of the first
school systems in this state to begin the reorganization of Its
school system, the need for which had been shown by the above
mentioned survey, and since conditions there were typical of the
whole State, we may get some idea of the schools of that time
by a resume of the facts in regard to that school system.
We may say in brief that educational methods and organiza-
tion had changed but little from 1830 to 1870, and these facts
were emphasized by the survey.
Until this time each little section of the town had its
local school house of one or two rooms with all of the subjects
taught by one or at most two teachers. The teaching was large-
ly verbal memorizing and parsing. Grammar and arithmetic were
learned by rule entirely. The system was supposed to be simple
and thorough, but the results of the survey showed it to be
& L
neither. Certain rules were learned by constant repetition so
as never to be erased from the mind, but parrot, horse and dog
can also be taught to perform again what it has been forced to
imitate enough times.
How to write a letter was not taught, and if it had been it
would simply have been a case of memorizing a model and rules.
During the survey tests many teachers refused to allow their
pupils to attempt to write a letter as they regarded that no
part of school work. Out of 11,000 pupils examined the adverb
''too" was spelled incorrectly 859 times, "whose" was spelled
108 different ways, "which" fifty-eight, and "scholar" had 221
different forms.
The reading of the average eighth grade pupil was not on a
par with the average sixth grade student of today.
In 1875 Colonel Parker of New Hampshire was hired to super-
intend the instruction in the schools. He began a reorganiza-
tion of methods of teaching and content of study so as to give
the pupil a chance to think.
Criticism began to pour in from all sides. The general
statement by educators was that anything that he was having
taught "that was good was not new and what was new was not good.
In a short time, however, educators from other towns in the
state and then from other states began to visit the Quincy
schools to copy what was being done there. A great impetus was
given to reform in method of teaching and slowly a change took
place in the matter of what should be taught, and still later
came changes in organization.
It is interesting to note thst the National Education
Association Committee on Articulation on page seventeen of the
Seventh Year Book states: "The rudiments of reading, writing

and arithmetic which were taught in eight grades in the last
century are much better taught at the present time in six grades
because of the improved conditions in the schools. The new
elementary school is a product of the more efficient adaptation
of educational organization to the needs of human nature."
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The first one who seems to have sensed that a change in
organization was necessary, as well as a change in methods of
teaching, was the late president Elliot of Harvard. In an
address to the members of the Department of Superintendence of
the National Education Association assembled at Chicago in 1888,
he plead for reforms that would shorten the period of academic
and professional preparation so to make possible the entrance
upon life's work a yea 10 or two sooner.
The Committee of Ten of the National Education Association
reported in 1893 that most of the subjects of the senior school
might be begun in the grammar grades and that this was feasible
and desirable. They also stated that "for purposes of general
education, one study is as good as another" and "the choice of
subjects in secondary schools is a matter of comparative in-
difference."1
In another statement they declared that: "it is impossible
to make a satisfactory secondary school program, limited to four
years and founded on the present elementary school subjects and
methods. In the opinion of the committee, several subjects now
reserved for the high school, such as algebra, geometry, natural
science, and foreign languages, should be begun earlier than
now, and therefore within the schools classified as elementary;
or, as an alternative, the secondary school period should be
made to begin two years earlier than at present, leaving six

years instead of eight for the elementary school period."
This last statement could very well be understood as coming
from a group of high school teachers, but the next quotation
indicates that the committee really had in mind something other
than the cultural v=>lue of education when they said: "The
secondary schools of the United States, as a whole, do not exist
for the purpose of preparing boys and girls for colleges. Their
main function is to prepare for the duties of life that small
proportion of all the children in the country who show them-
selves able to profit by an education prolonged to the eighteenth
year, and whose parents are able to support them while they
remain so long in school.""^"
This report coming before such a large percentage of our
school population as at present enter and complete the usual
studies offered in the high school, is certainly more applicable
today than when applied to the select few of thirty-five or
forty years ago.
In 1P95 the Committee of Fifteen appointed by the Depart-
ment of Superintendence in 1R93, gave its report on reforms in
education. This Committee was less liberal in its attitude
toward reforms in education and really decided against many of
the reforms suggested by the Committee of Ten, especially the
one relating to the shortening of the elementary period to six
years. They did favor the introduction of a modified form of
algebra in the seventh and eighth grades as well as the teaching
of Latin instead of English grammar in the eighth grade year.
This report favored departmental teaching in the seventh and
eighth grades and a more flexible plan of promotion through
1 Quotations of Committee of Ten are from Pages 14, 17, 45, 51,
56, 57 of the Report of the Committee of Ten.

all the grades.
The next committee to take notice of needed reforms in edu-
cation wns the Committee on College Entrance Requirements. This
committee reported in 1R99
,
having been appointed in 1P95 . This
committee followed a slightly different method of approach, but
arrived at practically the same conclusions as the Committee of
Ten, two notable recommendations being the six year high school
following a six year elementary period, and departmental work
for the seventh and eighth grades. This was recommended so as to
qvoid the shock commonly felt in entering high school and to make
the transition more gradual from a one teacher regime to the
system of special teachers.
Prom 1900 to 1910 the progressives in American education
such as: President William R. Harper and Professor John Dewey
of Chicago University; President Nicholas Murray Butler of
Columbia University; and Professor Paul H. Ranus of Harvard Uni-
versity, as well as many other superintendents and principals of
schools, endorsed the reorganization of the school system and
took every opportunity to express their ideas in public.
During this period there were several committees appointed
to consider different phases of educational advancement. The
most important of these committees were the Commission of Twenty
one appointed at the annual conference of the University of
Chicago in 1903; the Committee on Advisability of the Six-Six
Plan appointed by the Department of Secondary Education in 1905;
and the Committee on the Cultural Element and Economy of Time in
1 Report of Committee of Fifteen, pages 15, 87, 95, 97.
C. 0. Davis: Junior High School Education, page 19.
Report of the Committee on College Entrance Requirements, p. 23
Koos: Junior High School, page 20.
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Education, appointed by the National Council of Education in 1907.
Each one of these committees in turn declared that there
should be a better articulation of the work offered in the dif-
ferent grades, that there should be an elimination of worn out
and impractical subjects, and that there should be a complete
reorganization of the form of the public school system into a
six-six arrangement.^"
One of the members of the Committee on Economy of Time in
Education recommended a division of the secondary period so that
there would be six years of elementary work, three years of
junior and three years of senior high school work.
At the time this report was made several school systems were
then about to adopt this plan, while several had for* many yeqrs
been using the departmental idea in grades seven and eight.
Richmond, Indiana in 1896; Kalamazoo, Michigan in 1902 and
Muskegon, Michigan in ]904 housed one or more of the seventh,
eighth or ninth grades in a separate building and treated them
practically as a separate part of the school organization.
Ability grouping, which is an essential part of junior high
school development, was used first in Chicago in 1894, being
followed in 1898 by Providence, R. I. and Saginaw, Michigan.
The first school to actually take the name of Junior high
school was Berkeley, California, being followed in 1911 by Grand
Rapids, Michigan and Los Angeles, California. From that time on
the junior high school organization has been rapidly increasing.
Briggs found in 1917, 272 towns or cities claiming to have junior
high schools, while Davis in 1918 found 293 in the territory
covered by the North Central Association alone, and the United
States Bureau of Education gave 557 as the total for that date.
1 C. 0. Davis, page 21.
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In February 1929 John J . Tigert, Commissioner of Education for
the United States, reported that "the junior high school as the
immediate unit of centralization and the senior high school and
junior college as second and third units are showing growth. The
junior high school reorganization as such has not, however, made
the rapid progress in rural communities that the advantages
offered by it seemed to promise. Thus far only 12# of the rural
high schools have reorganized on this basis, whereas 47. 2# of
the urban high school systems have organized on the junior high
school plan.
"High-school enrolments have more than doubled since 1920.
The extension of secondary education to include in its junior
high schools some of the grades accounts in some measure for
this growth In cities of over 10,000 population between
75,000 and 100,000 pupils are being transferred from elementary
schools into junior high schools each year.""^
So far in this discussion we have only outlined the need for
reorganization and its historical development. The next point
is to show that with the reorganization there were problems of
articulation of these different units that arose which have de-
manded the attention »nd study of our most progressive educators
of the day.
That is not to say that there were not problems of articula-
tion before reorganization; the junior high school movement it-
self is an attempt to better organize and correlate the instruc-
tion given in the elementary school with that given in the high
school. However, the idea of a new school unit In between the
elementary school and senior high school is in danger of providing
two breaks rather than one unless there is a high degree of
1 Tigert: Elementary School Journal, Feb. 1929, pages 403-404.
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articulation between elementary school and junior school, as well
as between junior and senior school.
One of the first problems to be met and which has not yet
been completely solved is the demand of the College Entrance
Boards for the grades of subjects taken in the ninth year. Since
the aims and purposes of the junior and senior schools are some-
what different, the question arose as to whether grades earned in
a junior school would be accepted by the College Entrance Boards.
To cut off the ninth grade from the junior school would be to
cripple its efficiency to do the work it has been set to do, and
yet if the college entrance requirements are such that work taken
in the junior school would not be accepted for credit, then a
very serious question arose.
Next, in order not to make a break in articulation, the
junior school must be a period of transition from the elementary
to high school work. In its lower grade it must complete the
fundamentals nearly completed in the elementary school, while in
its upper grade it must much nearer approach the teaching of the
senior school.
But not only in method of teaching must the junior school
be different from the traditional seventh, eighth and ninth
grades. There was of necessity a revision of the curricula of
the grades. Next there was the question of supervision. If the
junior school was to be supervised by senior heads of departments,
then the junior school would become just another part of the
preparation for college entrance. If supervised by the elementary
school it would tend to spend its time in rounding out the
fundamenta Is
.
About the time that junior schools were having so rapid a
growth, the question of giving pupils who did not expect to
r
complete an academic course of study in high school, work which
would better fit them for life was being agitated. It was
realized that if this was given it must be in the junior high
school and so there arose the problem of a modified course of
study to meet this very much felt need, and yet how could the
junior school give academic training and vocational at the same
time?
This question was somewhat answered by ability grouping and
by vocational and educational guidance. And so the list grows.
The last ideas must also become duties of the junior school. In
a later part we shall tell how some of the problems have been
solved, while others are in the process of solving.
< III
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AIMS AND PURPOSES OP THE JUNIOR SCHOOL
As time went on and the junior school began to find its way
in the maze of duties it had to perform, there was some clarifying
of thought • in regard to the real aims and purposes of the school
by certain surveys undertaken by different educational leaders.
The purposes of the junior high school, as organized around
the seventh, eighth and ninth grades is outlined by Briggs as
follows: (1) to continue common education, (2) to find out and
satisfy the needs of the pupils, (3) to explore the interests,
aptitudes and capacities of the pupils, (4) to reveal to the
pupils possibilities in the major fields of learning and (5) to
start each pupil on a career which will be of most profit to him
and the State.
CO. Davis gives the purposes of the junior high school in
terms of aims. He lists four general aims as follows: (1) to
humanize the education of adolescents, (2) to economize school
time, (3) to prevent unnecessary withdrawals and (4) to further
the cause of democracy in education.
Cubberly states one purpose of the junior high school as to
care for the overflow from the other two divisions. (This is
probably the reason for starting in some places).
Koos, however, made a survey of the "reasons", "purposes,"
"aims", "grounds for", "advantages", etc. He received literature
from over 70 of the 200 school systems written to, and compared
this list with a list obtained from statements of educational
c
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leaders. He grouped these into a table placing the purposes most
frequently mentioned at the head of the list. Under the first
heading he placed those points which refer to the democratizing
of the school system. These were mentioned with greatest fre-
quency by school men in actual service as well as by experts in
education.
I . Democratizing of Education.
% 4
A. Retention 01 pupils 7o yu
B. Economy of time 63 85
C. Recognition of individual differences 53 95
D. Exploration and guidance 40 75
E. Beginnings of vocational education 40 70
II. Recognizing the nature of child at adolescence 36 55
III. Providing conditions for better teaching 46 85
IV. Improving discipline and social opportunities 46 70
V. Financial Economy 20 10
VI. Relieving the building situation 20 5
It is interesting to note the comparison of the purposes of
the junior high school as taken from Koos' survey as compared
with the survey made by the Department of Superintendence of the
National Education Association. In their survey the points given
in order were as follows:
1. Meeting individual differences.
2. Prevocat ional training and exploration resulting in wise
choice of later school courses and life work.
3. Counseling as guidance.
4. Meeting needs of early adolescent.
5. Bridging the gap between elementary and secondary schools-
proper coordination between lower and higher school. (The
junior high school is itself an attempt at coordination or
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articulat ion)
.
6. Development of qualities of citizenship
7. Providing opportunity for profitable self activity.
8. Retention of pupils beyond compulsory age.
9. Continuation of common education.
10. Rounding out a complete unit of training beyond the ele-
mentary grades.
11. Introduction of new subjects into curriculum.
12. Effecting economy in time in education.
The three points in which these two surveys differ a consid-
erable are in regard to economy in time, introduction of new
subject matter and retention of pupils beyond the compulsory age.
In Koos ' survey these were some of the first points mentioned,
while in the survey of the Department of Superintendence these
were among the last to be noted. •
Some of the Ideas put forth by junior high school enthusi-
asts were examined by Koos in the light of studies made by
several well known educators.
After examining the data of Douglass, Stetson, Childs and
Powers on retention in school because of reorganization, a slight
difference was noted by Koos in favor of the junior school
.
In regard to economy of time under the reorganized system
several statements are msde such as these: "Tools of learning
may be acquired in six years" and "the junior high school student
may turn his attention in part at least to secondary school sub-
jects;" in this institution we will have no mor»e "unnecessary
duplication." A number of school documents make mention also of
shortening the period of education by granting credit in the
senior high school for secondary-school work covered in the junior
high school.
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In 1915 Solvay, N. Y. decided that a pupil who did not
shift courses could complete high school in five years. East
Chicago, Indiana shortened their course of study so that the 12th
year aimed to cover the first year of college. The Laboratory
School of Chicago University in 1912 so arranged their program
making a compact organization, so that they saved a year between
the upper grades and the high school, and as stated in the
Seventh Year Book of the Department of Superintendence, made a
further readjustment of the work in 1922 so that the period of
study wa° shortened another year. A few statements from the
Seventh Year Book in regard to this school are as follows:
"The general principle was accepted by the schools and by
the University of Chicago that advanced courses in the high school
are of the same type as the courses administered in the first two
years of college. Where pupils of the high school are able to
complete certain selected advanced courses satisfactorily and
have a record of more than fifteen units, the university accepts
credit in these particular courses as advanced standing in the
junior college
"The standings of graduates of the University High School,
who have entered the University of Chicago, and of those who
have entered a number of higher institutions in different parts
of the country, have been tabulated each year and compared with
the standings in these higher institutions of graduates of other
high schools. The evidence makes it perfectly clear that the
graduates of the University High School have gained from a year
to a year and a half of time--in some cases more--and have se-
cured an education in all respects as good as that commonly
secured in a longer period
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seventh grade in eight-year systems. As shown on pages 114 and
115 of the above study, the pupils of City Z are so much younger
than the pupils against whom they were matched in the other S7/s-
tems that the educational quotient in City Z is higher than that
in any of the other cities. In other words, the Kansas City
pupils scored first in subject-matter achievement in a given time
"A study of the percentage of pupils graduating from the
Kansas City high schools and entering higher institutions of
learning has been made for the past six years. Fifty-three per
cent of all pupils graduating from high schools in Kansas City
enter higher institutions of learning. In the colleges and
universities the graduates of the Kansas City 7-4 system a^e
classed with graduates of 8-4 systems. Several studies have been
made of the scholastic ratings in colleges and universities of
pupils prepared in the Kansas City 7-4 and of those prepared in
the 8-4 systems. Such comparisons have always been highly fa-
vorable to the Kansas City 7-4 system
"Graduates of the Kansas City high schools attending college
and universities have been the recipients of more than their
proportion of scholastic honors. Large numbers win elections
to honor societies, such as Phi Beta Kappa and Tau Beta PI.
Within the past fourteen years seven Rhodes Scholarships have
been awarded to young men prepared in the Kansas City Schools.
Although Kansas City has only one-tenth of the pupils enrolled
in the state of Missouri, it has received one-third of the
Rhodes Scholarships."^
1 The Department of Superintendence, Seventh Yearbook.
m
PA.RT III
PROBLEMS OF ARTICULATION
There are several means by which educators hope to make a
saving in time. One has already been mentioned. The second may
be called the functional economy of time. This will be brought
about by the earlier introduction of high school subjects. This
has been accomplished in two ways: first, by a scientific study
of the elementary course of study, eliminating irrelevant mater-
ial, reviews, and by using better methods of teaching. There
has been a decided reorganization of the subject matter in
mathematics and also In English, as well as new methods being
employed for the teaching of the same. But it would be useless
to lessen the time given to the fundamentals of education in the
elementary school without making the same scientific study of
the secondary school subjects. To save a half a year or a year
in the elementary grades only to be wasted in the senior school
would be of no avail. There must, therefore, be a good articula-
tion of the subjects of the junior school with those of the
senior school. The definition of a junior high school is many
times given from the viewpoint of organization, as, for instance,
seventh, eighth and ninth grades, others being in terms of re-
organized subject matter. Whatever the definition given for a
junior high school without reorganization of the subject matter,
we would not have the opportunity of placing new subject material
in those grades or in pushing high school subjects down to the
junior school. In the matter, therefore, of subject reorganization.
nt
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we have to meet the real problems of articulation.
/hen we come to reorganize the curriculum of the junior high
school we meet the problem of what credits will be demanded by
the college entrance board of examiners. There has been a move-
ment asking colleges to allow pupils to enter on the presentation
of the twelve units of work represented by the last three years
of the senior high school.
The curriculum committee of the Department of Superinten-
dence of National Education, at its meeting September 27, 1926
voted unanimously that the ninth grade should be connected, with
the junior high school and detached from college entrance re-
quirements. Eighty-five percent, of the members of the Depart-
ment of Superintendence voted in favor of the colleges accepting
entrance from the senior three years only. In 1928 the Associa-
tion of Junior High School Principals of the State of Massachu-
setts went on record as favoring a complete separation of the
junior school from the senior, and in favor of colleges not
asking applicants to furnish data in regard to their junior high
school work.
In a survey made by the Department of Superintendence of
the National Education Association, approximately 90r of the
colleges of the United States stated that they still required
the credits from the ninth grade of work, and would not allow a
pupil to enter college without the presentation of sixteen full
units of work done in the high school.
Another question in the survey asked what percent, of the
colleges would be willing to permit pupils to enter without a
show of credits earned in the junior high school, provided that
other colleges did the same. Nearly 90# admitted thei" willing-
ness to do so. However, as yet none of the large associations
< i
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of colleges have definitely pqssed a motion to the effect that
applicants for college entrance should present only the credits
earned at the senior high school.
Until colleges are willing to allow pupils to enter by q
showing of twelve points of credit earned in the senior high
school, and until the junior high school can be completely sepa-
rated from the dominance of the college entrance requirements,
the junior high school cannot do the work for which it was
originated. The work of the junior high school, as recognized
by most of the educational quthorities of today, is that of
educational guidance through means of ability grouping qnd the
trial or» exploratory process. Since these courses could not well
receive credit in the senior hifzh school they csnnot be used to
any extent in the junior high school unless the senior hiRh
school is not held responsible for this work.
The next point of interest in the articulation of the
junior-senior high school is the subject matter to be taught in
each group. That is, if we reorganize the subjects in the junior
high school so that they will function most efficiently for the
work given to the junior high school, then we hqve the problem
of arranging these courses in such a way that there will not be q
loss of effort or any gap between the education given in the
junior high school and that given in the senior high school.
Each subject of the junior* high school curriculum must be tho-
roughly studied as to the ways in which it mqy be best tqught
qnd as to the things which shall be tqught.
One of the first subjects to be reorganized was that of
mathemqtics. Beginning several years ago educators began to
reqlize that there was q great amount of useless material in the
mathematics as taught in the old traditional school. Several
rr
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surveys were made by various persons, including Courtis, Stone,
Rugg and Wilson showing that many of the things taught in the
ordinary arithmetic work had no relation to the later life. It
was also seen that there was much abstract work done in the
arithmetic which went far beyond any use in any further work in
school, and had no application to home problems. It was also
noted that in every course of study there were many wasteful re-
views and poor methods of teaching. An attempt has been made to
so reorganize the mathematics in the junior high school that they
actually will have some practical vqlue, ^nd yet will prepare
the pupils for mathematics to be taught in the senior high school.
We often talk about the non essentials of* arithmetic, but
few of us take time to list them. Smith and Reeve in their
"Teaching of Junior High Mathematics" list some of the non-
essentials which may well be left out of the course in mathemat-
ics and thus leave time to teach some of the things more necessary
for a good articulation with the senior high mathematics.
Definitions of "notation," "numerator," "addition", "fraction"
"percentage" and "interest" are as unnecessary, according to
this authority, as the definition of "fork", "house" and "fire".
We require a pupil to know the meaning of these words so that
they may use them intelligently, but why spend time memorizing
them?
The word "result" takes the place of the words "sum",
"difference", "product" and "quotient", and still we religiously
force the pupil to use these terms and in many cases memorize
each definition. In common business we buy an article and say
"give me the 'change', or 'rest'". For instance we would not go
to the store and say "subtract what I owe you and pay me the
difference. nl
1 Smith & Reeve. Chapter— Teaching of Arithmetic, pages 91-131.
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The needs of the ordinary person insofar as addition is
concerned, may be met by the ability to add abstract figures,
four or five to a line and not over eight or ten columns; the
addition of dollars and cents up to tens of thousands.
In multiplication we are seldom called upon in actual life
to use a number of more than five or six digits multiplied by a
number of usually only two or three figures. Quite naturally
we shall need to be able to multiply numbers containing decimals
but rarely in life do we go more than three places to the right
of the decimal.
We shall very seldom use fractions other than thirds, fourths
fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths, twelfths and sixteenths in
addition and subtractions, and only those below ten in division
and multiplication.
We need to study the metric system more and the old, awk-
ward English linear system less. "Cord" is an almost obsolete
word to city pupils, while meter is in common use in regard to
radio wave length, etc.
Denominate numbers wer>e divided and multiplied in the past
for no other purpose than to take up a whole lot of unnecessary
time and patience. They moy be added or subtracted by people in
rural communities, but even then in a very limited number of
cases
.
The essentials so far given would apply quite largely to the
seventh grade. The abilities that may be expected at the end of
the ninth grade year are listed in an article by J. Andrew
Drushel in the Junior-Senior High School Clearing House. This
article states in concrete terms what most junior high school
authorities recommend and is written for the purpose of showing
»c
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the articulation of mathematics. I am therefore quoting the out-
line in full:
I. Formulas
(1) Ability to see how the formula works. This may be
called the "What happens if
-
' ability with formulas
(2) Ability to translate a clear statement of an easy
quantitative relationship into a formula
(3) Ability to change the subject of a formula
(4) Ability to evaluate a formula
(5) Ability to grasp formulas expressing principles
governing operative procedure in the fundamental
processes. Examples of such formulas are:
1. nXo=o 2. amXans am+n 3. am+an=am
"n
4. n°=l.
II. Equations
(1) Ability to solve linear equations either with one
unknown or with two unknowns
(2) Ability to solve quadratic equations with one unknown
(3) Ability to fr^me an equation or equations from a
problem situation that is clearly stated, that con-
tains adequate data, and that is within the grasp of
ninth-year pupils
(4) Ability to use the equation as a tool with which to
think
III. Graphs
(1) Ability to represent statistical facts graphically
(2) Ability to represent the dependence of one variable
upon another, covering these relationships:
1. y-ax 2. y=axfb 3. y=a/x 4. y=a/x+b
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5. y=x 6. y=ax +b 7. y=ax +bx+c 8. y-tan x
9. y= sin x
(3) Ability to see a graph as telling the story of the
») way things happen
(4) Ability to solve genuine problems graphically
IV. Computation technique
(1) Ability to check solutions and computations both
arithmetic and algebraic
(2) Ability with the four fundamental processes extended
to directed numbers and to literal numbers
(3) Ability to find the monomial factor qnd to factor
easy trinomials by inspection
(4) Ability to use tables of squares, of square roots,
and of the three trigonometric functions (tangent,
sine, and cosine)
(5) Ability with easy radicals
(6) Ability to extract the square root of arithmetic
numbers
(7) Eighth-grade computing ability with integers and
fractions as measured by properly standardized tests
V. Number sense, arithmetic and algebraic
(1) Ability to judge an ordinary example in computation
for the approximate result
(2) Ability to size up a problem situation so as to see
the approximate answer
(3) Ability to know that an obtained result is right,
and why it is right.

VI. Knowledges
(1) A working vocabulary in arithmetic, elementary
algebra , numerical trigonometry, and intuitive
geometry
(2) Familiarity with certain basal geometric figures,
their properties, and their occurrence in the pupil
environment
(3) Something of the historical development of mathe-
matics
(4) The function concept as revealed in arithmetic,
elementary algebra, numerical trigonometry, and
intuitive geometry
Pupils who have reasonable proficiency in the foregoing
abilities are likely to have a fine attitude towards tenth-year
academic mathematics because they will want to know more about
mathematics
.
Aside from these suggestions several educators such as
Wilson, Bruckner and Buswell have helped to make the junior high
mathematic tests a very helpful teaching device. These tests
are an inventory of the skills to be learned in arithmetic,
algebra, etc.
Formerly the usual teacher only noticed the percent, of
correctness of an examination paper without checking up each
individual for separate skills learned, or not learned. A pupil
could go thru several mathematic courses without having learned
a certain skill if he could do a certain percent of the problems
An illustration of this checking up process by an inventory test
is shown on the three diagrams included here. These three tests
were taken at two week intervals and those who fa iled a certain
6
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skill were required to h^nd in from five to ten problems in that
skill correctly done, or if necessary see the instructor for
special help. This individualizes the teaching and certainly
mnkes it much more efficient.
Solving fractional equations is perhaps one of the hardest
skills for first year algebra pupils to learn. These three
tests show how the pupils progressed in this skill from test to
test
.
The first test was given about two weeks after the subject
was taken in class. There was a very high percentage of fail-
ures. Then each individual who failed had to hand in five
correct examples. The next test shows that this more individual
teaching effected a great change which was still evident in the
next examination.
C"
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ENGLISH REORGANIZATION
Another subject to receive a great deal of attention is the
English of the junior high school grades. Wilson has suggested
that there is an easier way of teaching technical grammar than
i& to study a long course including many difficult phrases, douses
and sentences. He suggests that by selecting common errors mode
in the compositions of the pupils of these grades, and then
teaching the correct expression, we may arrive at a result much
sooner than if we only touched these incidentally when we are
teaching correct forms. He found that a list of 51 errors cov-
ered practically 90$ of all the mistakes made in grammar school,
compositions
.
Davis says, "Undeniably, his own language and literature are
preeminently important for every one of us. Hence some type of
course in English should be pursued by every pupil in every grade
in the junior high school. But it is seriously questioned
whether much of what is offered or prescribed in English in most
of the junior high schools of the country is well chosen. What
a large number of pupils will find most valuable is a course in
which literary selections are largely taken from current writings
dealing with science, nature, industry, travel, biography, his-
tory, current events, and social questions, and from current
fiction. Such a course would base the expressional work, both
oral and written, upon the impressions gained thru the study of
selections and through the everyday experiences of life. True
development in language power comes from having something to say
and a motive for saying it forcefully, fittingly, and understand-
ingly. 1
1 C. 0. Davis, Junior High School Education, page 141.
(ID
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L. W. Rader, supervisor of English in St. Louis and chair-
man of the St. Louis Committee on the Reorganization of Second-
ary Education, asks, "What accomplishments may a tenth grade
teacher of English in the senior high school reasonably expect
pupils to have who hsve been graduated from Junior high school,
credited with one unit of high school English, and who are to
take senior-high-school academic English?" He proceeds to answer
the question in the following way:
"A review of eight or ten courses of study of representative
junior and senior high schools in different parts of the country,
in the light of the above thesis, reveals two types of achieve-
ments expected by pupils graduating from the ninth grade: Those
whose accomplishments, necessary for admission to the senior high
school, are stated in terms of academic subject matter only, and
those whose accomplishments are listed in terms of behavior.
"The time, it seems, has not passed when schools set up
minimum essentials in terms of subject matter only, instead of
both accomplishments in civic attitudes and academic achieve-
ments. It seems that subject matter even at this time displaces
social behavior in most schools. Is social education even in
these progressive times to be left to outside agencies, or is
the school going to create curricular matter which will provide
both for achievement in academic subject matter and social traits
I shall quote from two representative junior high schools the
accomplishments expected of pupils entering the tenth grade:
"School Al , in sending out its classes to the tenth grade,
'expects, in the first place, an appreciation of educational
opportunities given its pupils in a beautiful, well, equipped,
perfectly lighted, and well- vent ilated building; that its pupils
will realize that school is not a preparation fo^ life, but an
f
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important part of life; that the school is not expected to watch
pupils coming from this school, but expects them to watch them-
selves; that its pupils will be polite, and thoughtful of the
rights of others; that they will be natural but considerate of
the fact that some acts and games perfectly proper in the play-
ground cannot be tolerated in the halls and stairways of a school
building. In short, we expect our pupils to be so proud of the
school and its good name that they will be constantly thoughtful
to do only those things which redound to its credit and maintain
its honor.
'
"In other words, here is a school which puts emphasis upon
social education, upon civic attributes, and social traits. Be-
havior seems to be the great objective.
"In another representative, school B, the accomplishments
expected for admission into the tenth grade are set up in purely
academic terms. Under the he«d of literature, pupils are expect-
ed to read and appreciate a given list of classics. Many of
these are entirely beyond the comprehension and appreciation of
pupils of low mentality who are today entering the tenth grade.
An appreciation of good reading material, whether in the field of
the classic or in the field of narration, or the work type of
reading, is entirely disregarded. Ml pupils are expected to be
able to read the classic and to appreciate It to the fullest de-
gree. For illustration, in this school one of the requirements
is the reading of 'lady of the Lake' in the ninth grade, with a
view of knowing time, place, setting of -the story, naming two of
the leading characters, the theme of the story, the main events
of the story, and to repeat from memory fifty lines of committed
work. No provision is made in this school for the development
oc
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of an appreciation of reading in the field of the pupil's great-
est interest, whether it be in the field of classic or outside of
the classic.
"The minimum essentials in grammar for entering the tenth
grade are set up in a manner to require definitions of all the
different parts of speech and other grammatical terms. In other
words, the grammar is most formal and definitive instead of being
practical and recognitive.
"In the field of composition and spelling the requirements
are of the most technical type, calling for the discussion of the
use of the comma, the colon, question mark, etc. Instead of
making organized thought the chief objective and expression second
ary, the process is reversed.
"In spelling, a long list of words is set up which is to be
mastered by the pupils of the ninth grade instead of providing a
program by which pupils may develop a spelling consciousness with
the ability to help themselves. The mastery of word lists is
made the chief objective instead of developing an ability to meet
difficulties through self-appraisement.
"This in brief sets up the objectives of two represent" tive
junior high schools— these objectives looking In opnosite direc-
tions. It would seem that an integration of these two objectives
should constitute the accomplishments spoken of in the subject of
our discussion. The proper blending of these two objectives to
me should constitute the achievements which a teacher of the tenth
grade should expect of pupils entering the senior high school. It
is hoped that such an integration may be brought about soon in
the field of junior-senior high-school programs."
Professor Walter Barnes gave a number of excellent suggestion

in regard to the teaching of junior high English which have been
summarized by Davis, a few of which appear here because of the
fact that they indicate quite clearly a reorganization of the sub-
ject for articulation with the senior high school.
"(1) The individual reading method should now supplant the
class method. Instead of all pupils reading the same poem or
essay, each child should be given an opportunity to choose themes
and forms and types of literature to suit his taste. The recita-
tion hour should be devoted to discussions of books read, inter-
change of opinion, discovery of canons of taste and of literary art,
correction of false impressions, and occasional reading aloud of
passages that are worth reading aloud.
"(2) In composition work, each pupil should select his own
themes and forms. . . the teacher seeing to it that no form of
expression that is absolutely indispensable to the average citizen
in a democracy is utterly ignored.
"(3) In literature and composition, the pupil should be given
opportunities of testing himself out, of tacking and sailing hither
and yon. He should be encouraged to range widely, to read this
author for a time, then forsake him; he may be expected to hate
the things he formerly loved and to love the things he formerly
hated. He should not be required to 'study' one author for a
semester or spend two months in intensive reading of one book; he
should not be asked to tell stories or write explanations for a
long stretch of time
.
"(4) Projects of diverse kinds should now be features of the
English work. Library societies may be organized and school papers
published. The socialized recitation is the natural means of con-
ducting both literature and language work.
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"(5) A goodly portion of the reading in the junior high school
should be biography and history and legend.
"(6) The teacher should provide an audience for all expression.
. . . Written work should be read aloud to the class, read by a
committee, passed around among members of the class, displayed on
the wall, printed in the school paper, or in some other wny given
publicity.
"(8) In their rending, the children of the junior high school
age should be encouraged to run at large over the enchanted region
of Munchausen, Barrie, Macdonald, Ingelow, Craik, Baum, and
Stockton, and deal with such stories as 'Tanglewood Tales,' 'The
Wonder Book,' 'The Ancient Mariner,' 'Tales from Shakespeare.'
and similar writings.
"(11) The natural language of children on this plane of their
development is colloquial, idiomfltic, free and easy, rough and
ready. Ideals of correctness and propriety should be advanced
with prudence, tact, and common sense.
"(12) Functional grammar can now be justified . . . though
heavy courses in the traditional technical grammar are entirely
out of place here.
"(15) The utmost care must be taken in criticizing language
and composition work. . . The good teacher wil] make the atmos-
phere of the English class wholesome and inspiring and will teach
through success, not failure.""*'
The West Virginia Course of Study issued in 1921 contains
some statements that show a keen analysis of the method of teaching
needed in the junior school. Some of these suggestions are given
below.
1 G.O.Davis, p. 142: taken from "Suggestions for the English Course
in the Junior High School," School Review, Vol. 27. No. 7,
pages 523 et seq.
<1
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"English includes two groups of subjects: the Reading-
Literature group and the Language-Composition group. These are so
different in content and in the mental activities involved that
they should be kept almost separate and, if possible, taught by
different teachers. The first group is related to the attainment
of culture, of aesthetic pleasure, of a rich, round character; it
should preps re one for profitable use of his leisure. The second
group in related to the achievement of efficiency, to utility; it
should prepare for practical success in life. The two should not
be taught by the same methods nor aim at the same results, nor
should the content of either one be carried over to the other.
Subjects drawn from literature are the dullest and most uninter-
esting themes for speaking and writing; attempting to enlarge
pupils' vocabulary by words met in literature interferes with
satisfactory methods of teaching literature and produces very
meager practical results. Conversely, composition should not be
used for the purpose of increasing appreciation of literature or
for any other cultural purpose; it should be used for the directly
practical purposes of teaching pupils to organize and express
thoughts
.
"Throughout this course necessity for rapid reading is implied.
The course is laid down in the belief that the emotion and the
thought can be extracted in a half or a fourth of the time that
has usually been spent on a selection. But to do this requires
emphasis on the essentials and elimination of the non-essentials.
It requires careful planning on the teacher's part and joy and
animation in the class discussion. It requires much outside read-
ing at the rate of one book a month. Above all it requires a new
point of view in the teacher: the belief that Literature exists to
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give intelligent pleasure, to arouse strong, pure emotions, to
lead to knowledge and wisdom; not to communicate facts, not to dis-
cipline the mind, not to satisfy traditional and conventional no-
tions about 'knowing the classics through and through.' It has
been amply demonstrated again and again that rapid reading is most
likely to be good reading. The toilsome pace to which we hold
children down frustrates the essential purpose of reading.
"Throughout the junior and senior high schools the individual
reading method should be employed for at least one fourth the time
that is devoted to the work in Literature. In this ne thod each
child reads a book that he selects for himself from a list approved
by the teacher. (The teacher should be so liberal in her tastes
that she will approve any wholesome book not on the list.) The
child should be trained .to read rapidly, to determine almost a s he
starts the book what is the nature and the theme of the book, to
analyze the characters, to anticipate the events in the plot and
to perceive the bearing of each incident on the course of the
story--in short, to handle the book deftly, skillfully, getting
that enjoyment out of it that an intelligent mature reader gets
from books. The recitation periods should be devoted to informal
oral reports and discussions, each pupil telling what book he is
reading or has lately read, how he enjoyed it and why, what are
the chief sources of interest, etc., while the teacher should cor-
rect false impressions, point out that which the pupil may have
overlooked, assist in interpreting and understanding. Reading
done in this way is invaluable in preparing children for the kind
of reading they will engage in after they leave school.
"By means of plentiful reading of newspapers and magazines in
class and of outside reading of current fiction, essays, and
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poetry, the students are made acquainted with the best of modern
writing. It is not claimed that all or most of this is great
Literature; that has been provided, too, in full measure in other
details of the course. It is claimed merely that rnoat men and wo-
men who read at all read modern books and periodicals, that there
Is a natural and sound reason for this, and that the high school
course in English should try to give the students power of discrim
ination between the best and the poorest, should try to set up
standards of judgment, should train in taste.
"It may be truly said that any high school course in Litera-
ture that does not create a t«ste for reading and train to reading
habits in its students has failed in one of its chief functions.
If a high school graduate does not like to read, it is a reflectio
on the high school." 1
These suggestions are enough to show that a. real reorganiza-
tion of the subject of English has taken place in the more progres
sive schools. It only remains for other schools to step into line
in accepting the main line of advancement started and to continue
the work on to higher levels.
Much of the reorganization of English has come about through
the discussion in regard to whether or not we should teach techni-
cal grammar in the grades. "As early as 1893 the Committee of Ten
of the National Education Association went on record as follows:
With regard to the study of formal grammar the Committee wishes to
lay stress on the fact that a student may be taught to write and
speak good English without receiving any special instruction in
2formal grammar."
1 C.O.Davis, Junior High School Education, pages 144, 145, 146.
2 Quoted from "How to Measure" by Hoke and Wilson, page 169.
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Th i 3 was the beginning of many acrimonious discussions of
that subject and also the stimulus that led to studies of the
whole question by Hoyt, Wilson, Charters and others, resulting in
a complete reorganization and understanding of what technical Eng-
lish should be taught. At present the usual course in English in
the junior high school places much more emphasis on reading lite-
rature and on composition than on any kind of technical grammar..
SOCIAL STUDIES
We are beginning to realize to some extent that the grandest
and most valuable art to be learned, is the art of living peace-
ably with our neighbors, whether community, state or nation. What
we have been pleased to call the social studies In the past have
been the very studies that have raised our hatred, prejudice,
bigotry and isolation.
Who can read most of the American histories of the past,
especially those written for the early grades, when pupils are
most gullible, without developing a hatred for practically every
nation with whom we have had to deal, especially England, Spain,
France and Mexico
V
In geography the great differences in means of gaining a
living, modes of living, and in general the unli^eness of any other
people to ourselves have been emphasized without indicating what
we should have to do were we placed in their position. The great
feeling of superiority over all these more unfortunate people that
is so greatly emphasized has certainly not made us feel mor>e
social toward anyone. In fact, I think our text books of the past
in these two subjects might much better have been called the anti-
social studies. Only since the world war have we had a real be-
ginning in the reorganization of the subjects so that our pupils
9
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will be taught to appreciate the good qualities of other nations
and to emphasize what progress they are making in regard to the
chance that they have to develop a new civilization.
In our national history we ore coming to realize that our
wars and the heroes produced by those wars, have done much less
to advance the cause of progress and civilization than our invent-
ors, scientists, statesmen, and captains of industry. These last
mentioned pivots of progress have had a few words in our histories
to pages and chapters for war heroes, yet they have ministered to
our comfort, convenience and civilization Tore than all of the
rest combined.
New histories of a more synthetic type and new geographies
which are more social in material have been written, or are in the
process of being written.
There has been an attempt by Ruggs and others to fuse the
subjects of history and geography in one text book for the junior
grades. In general these attempts have not met with much favor,
although these subjects are so fundamentally alike.
Davis says, "the social studies should become the core of the
junior and senior school curricula" and in many places these sub-
jects have been very much socialized and are the means used to
produce a good articulation between these two schools. Certainly
we cannot get away from the fact that the two imoortant subjects
need to have a new emphasis placed upon them, and the subject
matter so revised as to make them what they ought to be, social
studies, that they may be a great factor if not the greatest factor
in building intelligent, honest, progressive citizens for the
future. ^
1 C.O.Davis. Junior High School Education, page 178.
9
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Geography ia taking on a commercial aspect now and we are
teaching those things that may be directly applied to the commerce
of the world. However, both of these subjects must be so related
to the work that is to follow in the senior school that they may
lay the ground-work for it. In the past year in Massachusetts we
have been teaching the geography and history of Europe in the 6th
grade. This was sandwiched in between the teaching of North America
in the 5th grade and also the teaching of North America in the 7th
or 8th grade. One year of history was left out in between the 6th
and the 9th grade. This way of teaching geography did not promote
a good articulation of the subject of history with the work to be
taken up in the senior school. I understand that the State of
Massachusetts has a committee working now on the revision of these
subjects, and that in the report which is nearly ready for printing
they will recommend the teaching of European history and geography
in the 7th grade. In the 8th grade they will begin a definite and
detailed study of American history. This will reach over into the
middle of the 9th grade year. The last half of the 9th grade year
will be given over to the subject of civil government. This will
meet at least a part of the State requirement in regard to teaching
American history in the high school, and yet will give a half year
of work to civil government in the ninth grade. This will leave
only ancient and world history to be given in the ordinary senior
high school, with perhaps a half year of modern United States his-
tory in the junior or senior year. This will tie the 8th grade in
a very definite way with the 9th grade, and also give a good
articulation of the subject matter, as well as a chronological se-
quence beginning with the seventh grade.
V
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GENERaL SCIENCE
In a scientific age such as the present it seems almost im-
possible for a person to think of himself as an educator, who,
having the direction of a school system, has not reorganized his
course of study so as to include the teaching of general science
in the .junior high school grades; and yet there are many thousands
of pupils -in this State of Massachusetts who at this late date pre
leaving school at the end of the eighth grade year without having
the opportunity of seeing a single labo-atory experiment, or re-
ceiving an explanation of the most common scientific facts of their
environment
.
To my mind, one of the most practical, pleasing and satis-
factory results in the reorganization of the seventh and eighth
grades is the inclusion of general science in the curricula. How-
ever, in this subject as in the reorganization of other studies,
we must guard against the inclusion of a name without the material.
The High School Masters Club of Massachusetts in 1917 reported
ps follows:
"The committee feels that the work in general science is of
great importance and is worthy of the best thought of those respon-
sible for the details of the courses In this subject in the junior
high school. Despite the great advance that has been m«de in the
general science courses as given in the past in the high schools
of the country, much constructive work yet needs to be done. The
work has been criticized as a hodge-podge which ill deserves the
name of* science. Too often the training or personal interest of
the teacher, or of the waiter of the textbook, has led to an undue
emphasis on some special field of science. The course in general
science ought to concern itself with an orderly and rational study
<
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of the pupils' environment."-^
We are not only interested in what we should study, but also
how that study shall proceed. In an article entitled "Methods of
Science Teaching in the Junior High School" Miss Patterson indicate
the best method for the .junior school. Statements from her study
are as follows:
"There is a choice between two rather distinct modes of attack
One is the organized-science method, the other is the nature-study
method. The former needs little explanation. It is the method
that has been employed for years in the teaching of the special
science in high schools and colleges. The subject matter is
grouped around fundamental principles and laws. The pupils are
started at once along n path of well-organized material which
usually progresses step by step from the simple to the complex.
The nature-study method deals directly with unorganized material.
It means hand-to-hand contact with objects and phenomena in the
environment of the children. The material is studied in its
natural setting, that is, the laboratory includes not alone a room
equipped for that purpose, but r.he out of doors as well as various
processes found in the home, the school, the shop, the factory,
and the street. It means that the children observe, and question,
investigate and interpret, experiment and undertake definite pro-
jects in the solution of their problems
"The study of heat and beating is not begun in the laboratory
by experiments and a discussion of facts gathered from the text-
book, but with the problem of how the schoolroom and the homes a^e
heated. The work begins with an investigation of the heat suppl^
of the room, air currents are found, and traced steo by step to
their source, the furnace, the steam plant, or the stove. The
*
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motive for investigation is strong because the pupils are dealing
with a bit of daily life; the problems are of intense interest
because they are the pupils' own."
Not only should the right subject matter be taught and the
right method used in presenting it, but there should also be a
logical sequence of subject material. Dr. Wood, head of the
general science department at the James Monroe High School, New
York City, says,
"It is every year becoming more apparent that science teach-
ing should begin with the primary grades and continue throughout
the twelve year3. New York State has adopted such a program and
its State Department of Education has appointed committees which
have completed courses or are about to complete courses covering
the first nine years
"It is essential that any subject adjustable to the cbqnging
mind of the junior-high-school pupil must possess the character-
istics of integration and dependent continuity which psychologically
characterize the child's mental growth, so th«t definite objectives
be obtained in a gradual, systematic, practical manner and thus be
pyramided or become accumulative throughout the years.
"The
'
acquisition of facts may be desirable as one of the ob-
jectives in any subject at any age. But if that be the chief ob-
jective its only limit is the number of facts we can get the child
to absorb, retain, and regurgitate under the proper stimulus. 1^,
on the other hand, the objective be the acquisition of definite
ideals of knowing and appreciating the environment through the
proper applications of the methods of science, then there must be
a definite continuity in the content and concepts of the science
matching the natural continuity of development of the psychological
powers of the child.
O
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"The four fundamental objectives of education as outlined in
the sixth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence, National Educa-
tion Association, are eminently reasonable and sound, it seems to
me
"But it may also be asserted with little fear of contradiction
that by no wild stretch of the imagination will it ever be possible
to use these important tools of science in such a way as to realize
these highly commendable objectives in education unless such work
becomes progressive through a real science sequence through the
three years of the junior high school. The importance of se-
quences has been recognized now for several years in the ancient-
language, modern-language, and mathematics groups of studies. Com-
prehensive tests given at the end of two-, three-, and four-vear
sequences presuppose a continuation and pyramiding of concepts
suited to the psychological age of the pupil.
"Science must also adopt the same sequence for identical
reasons not only through the junior-high-school years, but also
during the senior-high-school years."
Dr. Wood was the chairman of a committee appointed by the
Deportment of Education for the State of New ¥brk in 1924 to write
a three-year sequence syllabus which is no'» the authorized course
of study for that state. The key words to this science course are
"Our Environment: How we are related to it" for the seventh grade;
"Our Environment: How We Adapt Ourselves to it;" for the eighth
grade; and "Our Environment: How we Use and Control it," for the
ninth grade.
This course follows the logical development of the pupils'
ability to reason from the concrete facts given in the seventh
grade to the more original "how" of the eighth, and more abstract
"why" of the ninth.
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New York is now having their senior high school courses in
science rewritten to give a six year sequence. Such a sequence has
been in effect at Rochester, New York for the past six years under
the direction of Harry A. Carpenter, who was one of the committee
which developed the three year junior high school syllabus.
Prom the facts ,iust recited it is very evident that there is
a decided interest in many places to so reorganize the curricula
of the junior high school science course that there shall be a good
articulation with the work given in the senior high school.
PRACTICAL ARTS
Practically everyone who has encouraged the junior hig^ school
idea, has done so because of certain reasons. The one that has
been given the greatest prominence, perhaps, is vocational guidance.
Supt . West of Rochester, N. Y. felt that the greatest weakness of
the old school plan was that It made no provision "for awakening
the vocational interests and encouraging vocational abilities before
the time when vocational selection 'was' actually made.""*"
A further quotation from the same article states: "This could
be done only by insistence that these courses for seventh and
eighth-grade pupils under the junior high school organization should
provide, so far as possible, a ^qnge of activities sufficiently
broad to bring out individual interests and capacities, and that
2they should be emphatically preparatory and prevocational .
"
Dr. Cox, who was instrumental in organizing the Ben Blewett
Junior High School of St. Louis, said:
"The junior high school is not fundamentally an organization
or administration scheme. It is rather an environment into which
1 "Rochester's Junior High Schools: a First Step in Establishing
the Six-Three-Three Organization." Educational Administration
and Supervision, Vol. II, pp. 435-436. (Sept., 1916) Copied from
page 164, "The Junior High School", bv Smith.
2 Ibid.
,
p. 166.

all adolescent boys and girls may enter and go to work in earnest
on some vital problems.
"The fundamental aim of the junior high school is to educate
all thirteen- to fifteen-year-old children of the community. It
follows that it must receive them all and must retain them, else it
cannot educate them; that it must offer each child that kind and
quantity of educational opportunity to which he can be stimulated
to respond; that it shall offer opportunities not only to master
the subject-matter of the curriculum, but that it shall give the
young citizens practice in responding to typical experiences for
democracy
"Important devices for accomplishing these aims are the defi-
nite periods of supervised study and educational guidance, coopera-
tive work in the shops, the household-arts deportment, in drawing,
music, civics, and science, provision for certain leisure time in
school to be improved on reading, dramatics, literary societies,
etc. But most important is the provision whereby each pupil may
find some work that anneals to him as worth doing now with all his
might. " 1
Bonser declared that: "The intrinsic nature and the vocation-
al destiny of most of our population therefore call for differen-
tiation in treatment at from two to six years before they leave
school for the vocations. Their intrinsic nature requires this
differentiation in that not less than three fourths of "them are
'concrete idea,' or 'hand,' or 'motor 1 minded rather than 'abstract
idea' minded. Their vocational destiny requires It in that more
than three fourths of them are distributed among vocations in which
the. usual upper-grade and high-school content gives very little
1 "Educational Administration and Supervision," Vol. Ill, p. 25;
copied from "The Junior High School", by Smith, page 169.
\
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that is of any appreciable worth in terms of practical efficiency."
Snedden, another strong proponent for the junior high school,
also stresses its vocational teaching in the following words:
"But in the junior high school large opportunities should be
given for practical q^ts training, which, while not vocational in
its outcome, may help towards vocation-finding, and will certainly
pive insight into the ideals and social significance of occupa-
2
tional life, if properly directed."
It will not be necessary to quote other educational leaders on
this subject, as it is very evident that the vocational interests
were early stressed in the junior high school reorganize tion.
In some places thoroughly equipped shops were constructed and
the teaching in them was decidedly vocational, rather than explora-
tory. The present attitude toward shop courses is to use them as
tools in a guidance scheme and leave the specific training to a
later time. That is, we mean to give guidance by means of explora-
tory courses in vocational work, as well as In the academic. We
wish to give educational and vocational guidance rather than a
specific training which should be given in a t^de school.
We can never expect to train for all the different vocations
as we perhaps once expected we might do. In a large city only
about three out of a thousand would expect to follow the printing
trade. To equip a shop for printing would be an enormous expense
for the training of so few pupils, and so we are developing a more
generalized course of study in the vocational field at present.
This will rve an that more students will get a chance to take short
term exploratory courses covering several different vocational
fields. This will give some idea of the work done in each, ^nd
1 Smith: Junior High School, p. 170. From "Educational Administra-
tion end Supervision, Vol. I, pp. 569-575.
2 Ibid, p.. 178.
(
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give the pupil something to help make his decision for one or an
other branch of work:.
Even the small junior high may give several vocational courses
under this new plan, for only a small amount of equipment would be
necessary.
In rural communities agriculture is one of the leading voca-
tional subjects, and since only a small part of agriculture can
well be demonstrated in laboratory, but can be successfully taught
in the open, various vocational clubs are formed.
While the centralized school can present a variety of vocation-
al courses, they have a greater variety of needs, so that in pro-
portion to needs the small school fulfills its obligation about as
well as the larger school if it attempts to do so, but the trouble
is that there has been so small a percent of rural schools that
have reorganized.
In conclusion, in r ega^d to vocational training and guidance,
we may say that the very subject which was the best reason given
for ^eo-^eronization from the traditional school, is going thru a
process of change itself so that it is now more a guidance tool
than a specific training field as at first.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
The Committee on Reorganization of Secondary Education assigned
a place of gre*t importance to phvsicol education. However, until
recently what was done to better physical development centered in
formal gymnastics, physiology and athletics. The objectives being
sought today call for a different method, which may be stated in
the following objectives as given in ::Junior High School Education"
by Davis:
1. Definite periods each day or week for physical education,
including gymnasial instruction, folk dancing, free play,
and games.
Cf
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2. Physical directors for both boys and girls.
3. Boy and Girl Scout organizations.
4. Corrective physical exercises.
5. Interclass and interschool athletics.
6. School physicians, nurses, and dentists.
7. Rest rooms and first-aid appliances in all buildings.
8. Practical application of courses in general science,
biology, *nd physiology to health and health problems.
9. Instruction in special fields correlated, when possible,
with matters of health and physical training.
10. auditorium exercises to impress lessons of health.
11. A series of physical <?nd medical examinations for all pupils
12. Records in diary form, kept by pupils, of their personal
health habits and attainments.
13. Use of transparencies, bulletin boards, blackboards, and
posters to inculcate ideals and to stimulate responses to
health interests.
14. An annual school health qnd play festival whereby the
lessons of the school may be indirectly carried to parents
and patrons, ond ideals of health <md bodily development
may, through the exhibition of prowess and vigor among
pupils, be disseminated among members of society at large.
The Rochester, N . Y. Course of Study for its Junior High
Schools gives some excellent suggestions for carrying on health
work, and is therefore quoted here:
"Types of Physical Education Instruction and Time Requirements
(1) Daily Morning Health Inspection
The home-room teachers will make a rqpid daily health inspec-
tion of all the pupils at the beginning of the morning session,
using as a basis for such Inspection the following signs of health
d isorder
:
SIGNS DISORDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
So^e throat
Earache )
Ear discharge )
Running nose )
(Disorders of nose, throat
( and e^>r
1.
2.
3.
4.
Sore eyes of any kind)
Styes )
Eyes, red or bloodshot)
Dizziness )
Eye disorders and defects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Flushed f^ce
Chill
Headache
Eruptions
Nausea
Vomiting
Running nose
Congested eyes
Cough
Contagious diseases
(
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SIGNS DISORDER
1. Fits )
2. Fainting) Nervous disorders
1. Enlarged glands in neck )
2. Pufflness of face and eyes) (Nutritional and general
3. Shortness of breath ) ( disturbances
4. Unusual pain anywhere )
(2) Relaxation Drills (Eight minutes per day)
All teachers will give at least four two-minute relaxation
drills daily, one at the middle of each of the four class periods.
The purpose of these drills is to ventilate rooms; to refresh
Duoils and teachers: to develop quick, accurate, and orderly response
to command: and to promote good posture.
A series of graded exercises has been orinted on cards for the
seventh and eighth grades respectively, and a series of exercises
suitable for ninth year students is available in stencil form.
Teachers are requested to give to the grades only those exercises
especially prepared for them.
(3) Talks on Hygiene (Twenty minutes per week)
This instruction is to be given by the teachers In the science
department and includes personal, school, and community hygiene.
Particular emphasis is to be placed upon the formation of good
health habits. In other words, teachers a^e requested to devise
plans whereby they may know with some degree of certainty whether
their instruction is made through the Student Organization of the
junior high school for carrying on the work done in the elementary
schools under the Rochester Health Cub plan.
The teaching of the principles of personal hygiene, as these
principles relate to the daily life of the students, most naturally
and logically lies within the province of the instructors of physi-
cal education. Plans are now being formulated whereby this Instruc-
tion will be given in the near future by the department of physical
education.
(4) Supervised Recreation (Sixty minutes per week)
The students may satisfy the recreational requirement by join-
ing any one of the recreation clubs which meets the approval of the
Director of Physical Education.
(5) Gymnastic Drills (Sixty minutes per week)
All students shall receive at least two half-hour periods of
gymnastic drill instruction each week under the direction of trained
physical education instructors. This instruction shall be given as
follows
:
First half-hour period:
Mass drill with, and without, bond apparatus.
. 15 minutes
Games and athletics 15 minutes
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Second ha If-hour period:
Military mqrching tactics 15 minutes
Gymnastic dancing .15 minutes
At the present time much emphasis is being placed on mental
hygiene qnd in q few schools sex educqtion by speciql teachers or
nurses is given. It is being realized, perhqps more than ever be-
fore, thqt the school trqining period schold seek to build a har-
monious development of Dhysicql, mental and morql ideals qnd attitudes.
The United States Public Health Service qnd several State
bureaus q ~e stimulqting schools and parents to action by spreading
valuqble informqtion in pamphlet form. A few excerpts from "The
Problem of Sex Education in Schools" by the United States Public
Health Service Rulletin show some of the dangers that beset sex
education, as well as the necessity for teaching and benefits de-
rived therefrom.
"Certainly not all teachers are fitted to engage in direct sex
teaching. This task is for a few teqchers only and in a few sub-
jects only. These few teachers must meet many requirements. They
must have an accurate and scientific knowledge of the facts to he
impacted and a thorough understanding of the pedagogy or method of
treatment. There are other personql requirements also. Such teqchers
must have a wholesome attitude towards sex. They must not be soured
or pessimistic through personal misfortunes, nor en they be trusted
if they have their main interest in the abnormal, pathological
aspects of sex, or exhibit a conspicuous emotional excitement in
discussing it. A teacher with a flippant attitude or with doubtful
personal probity is impossible. Some people have become very much
absorbed in the newer psychopathology of sex life and without
adequate background in theory or experience entertain quite radical
views as to the psychological dangers of repressing sex feelings.
1 Davis: Junior High School Education, pages 127, 128, 130.
f•
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Such persons would not make proper teachers. An ever-present danger
is that teachers with missionary zeal will introduce the subject in
their classes without proper textbooks or without getting counsel
from experts in the field. Authorization from the school principal
should be obtained.
"On the other hand, some teachers are successfully giving in-
struction in sex, and there are many others who have the latent
ability to do this highly important work, but a^e unable to do so
because at present they do not know how. What they need is instruc-
tion in subject matter and in methods.
"There are teachers who do not desire to teach sex hygiene in
the classroom, but often feel the impulse to give help to individual,
needy pupils with whom they come into close contact. This is an
opportunity not to be avoided. /V teacher in such a situation should
first get in touch with the parents. If there is no help in this
direction, the teacher may be able either, himself, to help the
pupil or else to put him in touch with the proper adviser. School
nurses and physicians, if they are fitted by temperament for con-
sultation, may often be called upon. Rar>elv, however, should a
teacher or an adviser seek to give information to one of the oppo-
site sex.
"Although the most important facts concerning the hygiene of
sex can be given in a single talk or interview with a boy or girl
at the age of thirteen or fourteen, the subject as a whole is mucb
broader. It includes the whole process of reproduction and nurture
of children, the meaning of marriage, prostitution, venereal
diseases, illegitimacy , and the hygiene of sound recreation. These
cannot be taught at one time or place. They must be given at
appropriate periods from early childhood to mature manhood and woman-
hood. And to be thorough, this education must be accomplished
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through the cooperation of the homes, the churches, the schools,
the press, ^lubs, and societies.
!
'ln planning to include sex education in the school curriculum,
it should be realized that sex in li^e is not isolated as an expe-
rience or as a group of facts. It winds through many kinds of
experiences at different ages qnd is a part of many kinds of facts.
Few branches of knowledge or feeling do not touch sex problems. Few
subjects can be taught properly with the sex aspects left out. An
examination of the curriculum shows that society has had an official
censor deleting sex from all classroom work under the orders of a
now outworn prudery. ,Ve find sex left out of all subjects, no matt-.er
how much the omission weakens or even falsifies them. In nature
study, we begin with the baby animal and end with the death, giving
no account of the renewal process; in anatomy, while three bodily
cavities a^e named, the organs in only two are fully enumerated; in
contagious diseases, venereal diseases are omitted: in the selections
from literature, the sex motives suppressed ; in history and
civics, their significance is ignored.
"To introduce sex instruction, then, is not to add subjects
but merely to lift the taboo from certain kinds of knowledge which
form organic parts of courses in nature study, physical education,
biology, physiology, and community civics or sociology. Sex knowl-
edge is by this means given its normal place and can often be con-
veyed to pupils in their classes without the slightest consciousness
on their part that what they are receiving is sex information. It
can, moreover, be put into courses at the times in the pupil's life
when the knowledge is most needed, anticipating temptation by the
instruction necessary for protection.""*"
1 Davis: Junior High School education, pages 132-134.
si
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In an excellent article on "Physical Education in Small
High Schools" Professor Jay B. Nash of New ¥ork University raises
the question as to whether pupils are benefited by physical edu-
cation, ^nd then answers it by the statement of what physical
education should be to he effective. A few statements from his
article are given below:
"it would probably be safe to say that most of the present
program of health and physical education which is being conduct-
ed by the small high schools is not of high educational value.
ka a matter of fact, probably many of them are a positive detri-
ment to the health and well-being of children. If. on the other
hand, the content of a health- and physical-education program is
in line with the best conduct in the country at large, then the
answer would be distinctly that the boys nnd girls of small high
schools do need it . In order to determine to what extent the
activities of such a program are needed, it will be necessary to
set forth briefly an interpretation of physical education
"There is no such thing as an isolated physical activity or
an isolated mental activity. There are only activities which
have both mental and physical aspects. Some activities may be
high on the physical scale in that they require a great deal of
big-muscle act ivity--other activities may be low in the physical
scale and they require only a. very small amount of big-muscle
activity. Activities, also, may be very high on the mental scale
in that they require the individual to draw upon his associated
memory in order to solve problems; or on the other hand, it may
be very low on the mental scale where the activity is largely on
a reflex basis
"Physical education is an administrative arm of education
Boston University
Schcal ef Educate
Library J
-
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wbicVi organizes and conducts activities which are high on the
big-muscle scale. In other words, it organizes and conducts
those activities which go on in connection with the gymnasiums,
swimming pools, playgrounds, the back lots, the camps. These
pre the natural activities of the new physical education of the
school
"There are, of course, in addition to these natural activi-
ties other activities such as gymnastic drills ind exercises.
They still have a possible place as bad-weather activities or
supplementary activities under cramped conditions of space. They
hove some place possibly as corrective exercises where children
have failed to secure nurmal development because of inadequate
experience. All of these activities are termed big-muscle
activities merely as a convenient way of distinguishing them from
the tool subjects, the manual activities and the social-science
activities, musical activities, etc
"It is a matter of common knowledge that many of the men
in positions of gr>eat responsibility at the present day obtained
their organic power or endurance in the big-muscle activities on
the farm. More and more there is a strain upon the nervous sys-
tem. There is the hurry and worry of business life. If men are
to stand up under t his strain there must be built up through big-
muscle activity—playground a ctivities- -during childhood and
youth, great organic capacity
"in play activities menti-motor power is developed. This
means simply that the latent powers in the neuro-muscul ar
mechanism, called strength and skill, are developed; and that
millions of nerve cells are brought into functional activity
under the control of will. This power is greatly needed today
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in connection with the varied and highly mechanical life that we
live. Capacity for quick -responses built up on the athletic
field or in simpler games may snve a life in the crowded traffic
or prevent accidents in connection with our modern factory system.
The boy in the small high school has experiences in the slower
muscular movement but has g^eat need for the coordinations and
skills of the smaller muscles. Its benefit is seen in the pos-
ture and poise so lacking in the rural boy
"Any real standards of health or citizenship must eventually
be based upon what the individual wants to do. The individual
may know all the rules relative to good citizenship and yet not
want to be e good citizen. It must be sanctioned by the group.
It must be the popular thing to be a good citizen. It must be
in vogue. It must be the thing which is done in the world of
action
.
"Likewise in health any standard must be placed upon the
individual's want. The school plant may be a model of perfection
from the standpoint of sanitation. The community may hr»ve per-
fect health protection in the way of sanitary laws. Health
examinations may be given monthly, and hygiene may be taught
daily. But if the individual does not want to profit by these
advantages, all the effort has been in vain
' fTJelp in doing the things the individual wants: this is
the real motive power. If the individual feels that keeping
health rules will help him to do the thing he wants to do, he
will keep them. That is the reason why the heart of health
education lies In the physical-education program. It is the game
the boy wants to participate in. He is willing to train to keep
fit to be « member of a team, and unon this basis the individual
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leqrns thqt health rules help.
"The game of life gradually takes the place of the gome of
football, or the game of baseball, and membership in this big
team depends upon ability to do things. Health rules then become
basic. OT'crpnic capacity for health is built in activity. Will-
ingness to follow health rules comes from the feeling thqt such
rules help the individual to do the thing he wants to do. Stand-
ards cannot be built by compulsion, they cannot be built through
fear--you cannot make effective nn orgqnization for the compul-
sory enforcement of good fellowship. Good fellowship must be a
by-product, and stqndards must be by-products--they must be built
around 'wants. '""*
1 Junior-Senior High School Cleaning House, November 1929,
pqges 16?-167..
*
GUIDANCE IN EDUCATION
One of the earliest, as we]] as the most consistent advocates
of abidance In education is Professor J. B. Eavis of Boston Univer-
sity. His entire book on Educational Guidance end Character Edu-
cation indicates the work junior schools should do.
In practically every junior school there is some attempt at
guidance by means of exploratory courses. One very good example
of a school system using this to a large degree is that of Tampa,
Florida. Excerpts from an article in "The Junior-Senior Clearing
House" for October, 1929 on "The Guidance Scheme in the Junior
High Schools of Tampa, follow:
"The guidance plan now being developed in Tampa is merely an
attempt to coordinate and systematize the many and various schemes,
projects, and plans for helping each pupil to be most benefited by
his junior-high-school course. Ther>e is nothing new in this plan
and in no respect is it to be treated as a completely worked out
program.
"There are in Tampa seven junior high schools varying in size
fro^: 500 to 1200 pupils with different types of buildings and equip-
ment, and with pupils coming from different types of homes, with
varying backgrounds of culture and opportunity. Two of these school
are composed almost entirely of pupils of the Latin races. This
suggests at once that the great purpose of thes^ schools is to
Americanize these pupils. In the same way schools serving pupils
from the communities of more cultured families have nroblems of" a
different nature but quite as important
"The plan in effect in Tampa, therefore, may be briefly out-
lined in three main divisions as follows:
(1) The principal, in all cases a man, deals with the special

problems of the boys individually and collectively and the assistant
principal, in all cases a woman, maintains the same relations with
the girls.
(2) The curriculum and the whole organization of the school is
worked out with the guidance idea in mind.
(3) The whole school has guidance as the keynote of all activi-
ties <md all teachers are expected to participate
"There have been organized a large number of so-called ' B & P 1
courses (broadening and finding). These courses run nine weeks or
one quarter of a year and every punil in the seventh and eighth
grades is required to be registered in one of them at all times
during his seventh and eighth years. These courses consist of work
in the various shops, vocational information, simple business train-
ing, all phases of home economics, the various crafts, library work,
introductory foreigh-language study, special health work, etc. The
number and kind of courses offered depend on the size of the school,
equipment, and special qualifications of teachers. They vary,
naturally, at different times during the year. The purpose of these
'short courses' is to give a bird's-eye view of a particular line of
study, or the demands of a particular vocation, and also to broaden
the knowledge and experience of the pupils by introducing them to as
many different phases of life activities as possible. They are thus
better able to choose their future courses of studv and to decide,
when the time comes, on their life vocations
"It soon became very evident that such a program as this demand-
ed special training and ability on the part of the junior-high-school
teachers: and that this training must be provided for them after they
have begun their service in our schools. It was at this point th°t
we turned to the University of Florida for some help on our teacher-
r
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training problem. After a number of conferences with Dr. Joseph
Roemer, professor of secondary education and high-school visitor
of the University, the details of a course in Junior-High-School
Guidance were worked out and given by him through the General
Extension Division. In this way many teachers got college credit
for degrees, certificate extension, etc., that proved helpful.""'"
In the Sacramento schools the problem of guidance is being
handled quite largely by means of counseling and pa-p-fc-time edu-
cation. A few statements from an article, "The Ninety and Nine
in Sacramento 1 ' found in the October" Junior-Senior High School
Clearing House", will explain quite fully their idea of guidance.
"In California high schools there are at least three dis-
tinct types of students: (1) the strictly university type which
ranks high in abstract subjects: (2) the type which remains in
high school for graduation but makes of the high school its
finishing unit; and (I7 ) the type which leaves high school before
graduation. Which of these three is the highest? Which the
lowest? Who knows? Th«-»t depends entirely upon the measuring
rod used. It is sufficient to know that they differ.
"A modern high school--into which flows the entire popula-
tion—must meet this situation or dodge its chief responsibility.
An effort is being made in the capital city of California--
Sacramento--as elsewhere, to face these facts. In this effort
several elements enter which can be but mentioned here
"The school assumes that all students need sound counseling.
In compliance with this idea a counseling system consisting of
ten counselors has been set up. These persons were carefully
selected for this task from the members of the faculty and re-
lleved of all but two periods of teaching per day. (At fir st
1 Junior-Senior High School Clearing House, October 1929,
pages 96-99.
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three teaching periods). Each counselor is assigned approximate-
ly 300 students. A. case study is made of each student. His
program is worked out with him and with his parents, and pro-
jected into the future. Then it is carefully watched. Whenever
a danger signal appears, further analysis is needed. Contact
with the home is a vital part of the scheme. During a period of
five months last year some 1800 contacts were made --by telephone
and in person. It is vital that these be positive and not nega-
tive. It is more important to advise the home of success than
of failure. Somewhere in the inner make-up of each student the
germ of success can be found by the wise counselor. Experience
is the great teacher here as elsewhere. The counselor needs the
understanding head and the eye that penetrates the crust which
encases so many of our boys and girls.
"Nor is it mere vocational counseling but life counseling
which concerns us. The child and the man must live beyond the
hours of making a living. To teach the child to be socially,
morally, spiritually, and physically literate is quite as vital
as to teach him to fit into a good job or to read and write.
Illiteracy has many sides to it and the counselor tries to meet
them all. 1,1
Part time of study and work also is recognized as a guidance
scheme in this school system, as will be seen from the following
quotations
:
"It can no longer be assumed that the school is the sole
educating agency. There is a vast difference between being
schooled and being educated. All of our organizations and
activities--in school and out--are educational factors. Too many
of them are unconscious of this fact and so teach Twrong lessons
.
1 Junior-Senior High School Clearing House, October 1929, p. 121,122.
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"Any scheme then which tends to make a conscious, positive,
educational agency of any of the community elements is 8 forward-
looking scheme. Cooperative part-time education is such a scheme
and destined, I believe, to transform our secondary schools
speedily. In short, it is a scheme whereby the business man is
recognized as a teacher and his institution as part of the school.
Boys and girls over the age of sixteen (or younger for that
matter) who wish to be t^qined for gqinful employment (and all
are (employed 1 these days) are sent directly out on jobs while
they a^e still students in high school. First, the analysis of
the job, to find out what the business or profession in question
can best teach, and what the school can best tench. Then the
assignment of the student to the place--half of his time in the
school and half of his time on the job--all being counted as his
school program with school credit for the entire day's work.
To complete the psychological background, the employer or some
one in his establishment who has the student in charge when on
the job, is certificated by the State and becomes a part of the
facult;/- of the school.
"The school, after the job analysis has been made (which is
participated in by the employer), will place a student in any
trade, industry, business, or profession. Instead of trying in
vain to set up in the school conditions comparable to those in
industry, the actual laboratories which exist by the thousands
in the community are used. Apparently the business and profes-
sional worlds are more ready for this development than are the
schools. The plan is not unique in Sacramento. Cities such as
Vallejo and Oakland and many others have long had it in use.
"Of course there are many other phases In this whole matter,
«
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such as student placement, teacher training on the job, confer-
ences, community committees representing the different occupa-
tions, and perpetual community surveys. How to lear»n to train
os effectively for all other activities as we train for univer-
sity life--that is the question. For generations we v^ave been
engaged with building and running university preparatory schools
and so providing effectively for an almost insignificant part
of the population. But the ninety and nine are at the gates
crying for attention. Can we meet the issue? If we can't, then
the ninety and nine will 'erase this sorry scheme of things and
remold it nearer to the heart's desire.'"
"Monopoly is a dangerous thing. Too long there has existed
an aristocracy of intellect which, like any other aristocracy,
has tried to select its own successors. The first class, men-
tioned in the first paragraph, has had substantially all the
attention in the past. Sacramento proposes that each person
shall have an equal chance to discover himself and to be trained
to fit adequately and happily into the profitable expending of
twenty-four hours each dav.""*"
Whatever the method used .—exploratory courses, counseling
or part time in education,—it is very evident that there is a
very definite attempt at guidance in education to make education
more democratic, more practical, and more fitted to the popula-
tion at large, instead of to the very few who have received its
benefits in the past.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Among the statements made by educators and committees who
first formulated ideas in regard to what the junior high school
1 Junior-Senior High School Cleaning House, October 1929, pages
121-123
.
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should or could do, the one that was most acceptable to high
school administrators was that some of the high school subjects
could be begun earlier, such as algebra and foreign languages.
The high school teacher who haci been declaring that the
fundamentals were not being well taught in the elementary schools
was now ready to say that there was no reason why the high school
work could not be inside easier for them by having the elementary
school begin the work of algebra and foreign language. This
didn't presuppose any credit for* work done in the junior high
school grades as far as the senior high was concerned, but simply
meant they were to have less to teach in their given period with
more to do in the grammar grades.
In many schools foreign language, either ancient, or modern,
was begun in the seventh or eighth grade. This was done with no
thought of guidance, but simply the earlier beginning of regular
technical study.
This added burden to the junior high school grades took the
time which should have been spent in rounding out the fundamen-
tals and in guidance. This was ore of the bad features of too
much senior high school dominance in the junior school.
In the more enlightened junior high schools of today only
exploratory/ courses in general foreign language are given.
Newton, Massachusetts and Tampa, Florida are typical school
systems that are following this policy now.
This change has come about thru the acceptance of the idea
that one of the main objectives of the junior high school is to
give guidance in education.
••
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PROGRAMS OP STUDY
With the reorganization of the subject matter given in the
seventh, eighth and ninth grRd.es there was of necessity a change
in the program of studies. In fact the reorganization of these
grades meant an opportunity in several lines not possible before.
Koos gives us a list of these opportunities as twenty-five
Indiana educators view them:
1) The "reorganized courses of study, (2) the opportunity
for pupils to take more extensive offerings in prevocat ional sub-
jects, (3) the provision for greater differentiation of curricula
than under old conditions," and (4) "opportunities for some
nupils to take some subjects of the high school earlier."-'-
Following out these ideals there have been several programs
of studies mapped out. These in general m^y be classified into
three different groups: the single curriculum type, (2) the pure
multiple curriculum type, and (3) the constant-with variables
type .
The single curriculum type is not used to a large extent
in the large junior high schools, but finds its use in the
schools having only one or two classes to a grade. It is used,
however, in « modified form in some large cities such as New
Bedford, Massachusetts, where all of the pupils in the different
classes get the same subjects for the same number of periods per
week, but the course of study is modified to suit the needs of
the different ability groups.
This use of the single curricula type of program meets one
of the needs of the junior school in that it recognizes differ-
ences in ability of pupils, but it does not recognize their
1 Koos: Junior High School, page 143.
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different interests. It mokes for efficiency and convenience
in teaching, but it does not take into consideration what the
child wishes to be taught. In that sense it does not men "tire
up to the ideal of a child centered school, or for* democracy in
education.
k typical program of this type is given below in periods
per week:
Single Curricula Type
Seventh Periods Eighth Periods Ninth
1. English 5 1. English 5 Regular
2. Social science 5 2. Social science 5 senior
3. Arithmetic 5 3. General math. 5 high
4. General science 2 4. General science 3 school
5. Manual training 2 5. Manual training 2 program
6. Music 1 6. Mus ic 1
7. Penmanship & spell .2 7. Penmanship & spell .1
8. Drawing 1 8. Drawing 1
9. Physical edu. 2 9. Physical ed. 2
ID. Home Room 5 10. Clubs & home room 5
It is noted above that where f.he single curricula type of
program is used the ninth grade is generally the regular senior
high school program.
The variation from this program quite frequently found is
that Latin, French or Algebra are substituted for the home room
period
.
In the use of the "Pure Multiple" curricula type the
seventh grade is generally the same for each group, but in the
eighth grade there is a complete separation of the pupils into
the various courses such as academic, commercial, home economics,
or manual arts. These courses have a prescribed outline of
study, which allows practically no election except in the large
grouping.
The subjects generally given when this program is used are
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fis follows
Academic Course
English
Social science
General science
Physical training
Algebra
Latin or French
Home Economic Course
English
Social science
General science
Physical training
General arithmetic
Sewing- cooking
Interior decorating
Eighth Grade
Commercial Course
English
Social science
General science
Physical training
General arithmetic
Typewriting
Bookkeeping
Manual Arts Course
English
Social science
General Science
Physical training
General arithmetic
Woodwork
Mechanical drawing
A study by Rodgers of curricula practices of 101 junior
high schools in thirty-six different states showed that nearly
half of them used the constants with variable program, which
generally means a grouping in the ninth grade according to their
special interests.
The Chelsea Junior High School program is typical of these
and is given below:
JUNIOR I
Required Subjects
Periods Subjects Credits Periods Subjects Credits
English 1 Woodwork (boys) 1
*5 Geography at 1 Clothing (girls) 1
*5 History 2| 1 Drawing 1
3 Arithmetic 3 2 Penmanship 1
1 Science 1 2 Music 1
1 Foods (girls) 1 1 Activities 1
3 Physical educa. It
1 School Review, Vol. XXIX,. p. 198.
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JUNIOR II
Required Subjects.
Periods Subjects Credits Periods Subjects Credits
6 English
3 History
s-3 Junior Bus. Train.
:3 Geography
3 Arithmetic
2 Science
1 Drawing
Mechan. or freehand
1 Clothing (girls) 1
1 Foods (girls) 1
1 Woodwork (boys) 1
1 Civics (boys) 1
2 Music 1
3 Physical educa. lj?
Must elect at least 3 periods from:
3 Latin I
3 Latin II
3 French I
3 French II
1 Activities
Half year each.
3
2
3
4
1
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
JUNIOR III
General Course
Mechanical Arts 3
(boys)
Printing and
Woodwork
Domestic Arts 3
(girls)
Clothing p>nd foods
Periods Subjects Credits Periods Subjects
Composition 3
Literature 2
Ancient History 3
Algebra 4
Civics (bovs) 1
Clothing (girls) 1
3 General sc.
2 Music
3 Physical Ed,
1 Assembly
1 Guidance
Must elect at least 3 periods from:
Latin I 4
Latin III 3
4 French I
3 French III
1 Activities
Credits
3
1
• If
fi
E
4
3
1
Commercial Course
Periods
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
1
Subjects
Composition 3
Literature 2
Clerical pract. 3
Including com-
mercial arith-
metic & princi-
ples of book-
keeping
Typewriting 3
Penmanship 1
Must elect at
French I 3
French III 3
Activities 1
Credits Periods
least
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
Subjects
Stenography
Civics
Music
Clothing
Physical educa
Assembly
Guidance
Credits
3
1
1
1
1
periods from:
Spanish I
Commercial geog.
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INDIJSTRIAL COURSE
Periods Subjects Credits Periods Subjects Credits
3 Composition 3 4 Domestic arts 4
(girls)
1 Literature 1 1 Mechanical draw. 1
4 Math - Industrial 4 3 General science 3
Arithmetic or 2 Music 1
algebra 2 Phys . edu. 1
2 Civics 1 1 Assembly 4
4 Mechanic Arts 1 Guidance %
( boys ) 4
Printing &
woodwork
Must elect at least 3 periods from:
3 French I 3 3 Industrial geog. 3
3 French III 3 1 Activities 1
It is quite obvious, after a comparison of these three
different programs of study, that the constant-with-variable
type lends Itself much better to the articulation of the sub-
ject matter between the junior and the senior school. It also
has the added advantage of making a better disciplinary situa-
tion, due to the fact that pupils are allowed to take the sub-
jects in which they o^e most interested. This type of program
would probably retain more pupils in school than the others,
a 1 so, because of the noint of choices allowed.
It is also obvious that the curriculum of todo-rr is to
consider the interests and needs of the pupils, rather than
being a. convenient grouping for teaching.
In a summary of Professor P. W. L. Cox's new book, "The
Junior High School and its Curriculum" given in the October.
1929 "Junior-Senior High School Clearing House", there appears
a statement which shows how much professional leaders of today
are seeking to make the schools a center of interesting studies
for the pupils. He states in part that teachers and adminis-
trators will place emphasis "on which pupils want to know, to
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tio and to be rather than upon the knowledge find skills that
they get from the curriculum."^
From an article in the November issue of the sqme naper
tind by the same author, we note another trend in curriculum
making:
"The day has largely passed when the content of courses
is determined by the specialist alone. To quote two curricu-
lum leaders, Charters: 'The content of a subject is determined
by the use to which it will be put,' and Babbitts: 'Let us
discover what the activities ir>e which make up man's life and
we hq ve the objectives of education.'
"Consultation and conference in curriculum making have
become the general practice. Curriculum committees of class-
room teachers chara cterize practically all recent organizations
for curriculum reconstruction. The articulation of courses
of study has been secured by gene-pql committees representing
elementary, junior- and senior-high-school teachers or by a
steering committee composed of committee chairmen. Whatever
the organization a conscious effort has been made to integrate
the courses of study through the elementary and secondary ye^rs.
"The challenge to the junior high school to reconstruct
courses of study has been insistent. Without reconstruction
progress in realizing the nurposes of the junior high school,
improvement would have been handicapped if not entirely pre-
vented. Necessarily courses of study for seventh, eighth, and
ninth years must be reorganized with respect to the allied
courses in the elementary grades and in the senior high school.
1 Junior-Senior High School Clearing House, October 1929,
page 124.
r
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"This reconstruction of the program of studie9 demands a
curriculum organization in which junior and senior high schools
must cooperate with regard to secondary courses. These round-
table conferences of classroom teachers are a potent influence
in securing articulation through the six-year secondary period.
ADMINISTRATION
Although the junior high school was really the product
of senior school suggestions, yet the very name of "high school
seemed to raise a point of antagonism which w«s felt quite
severely for some years, but v/Mch is ve^y rapidl^ beginning
to disappear. A lack of appreciation of the different noints
of view in these two schools has meant a lack of articulation
and not as much cooperation as ous;ht to have p^evoiled. A
clarification of the work that each of these departments have
to do has broken down this misunderstanding and led to a closer
articulation of subject matter.
Professor Gox says: "It became the almost universal prac-
tice of junior high schools to believe that the senior high
school failed to s^ovt a sympathetic attitude towards their
experiments. The converse is equally t-^ue. Thus the two units
developed unfortunate attitudes of mind towards each other.
The solution again does not lie in an^ attempt to fix respon-
sibility but in a mutual decision to seek opportunities for
cooperative action. Friction and discord dissipate in the
presence of sympathetic and cooperative conference.
"There are plenty of evidences th°t the friction almost
universal ten years ago is disappearing wherever in local,
regional, State, or notional or>gqnizations ODportunit ies are
1 Junior-Senior High School Clearing house, November 1929,
pages 17P, 179.
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provided foi* the cooperative working together of junior- and
senior-high-school administrators and teachers. The trend away
from misunderstanding is established towards a better under-
standing arising from actual experience in mutual contacts.
remains now to make the habit of mutual approach as universal
as once was the >iabit of exclusive reserve
"The junior high school must be integrated with the ele-
mentary school and the senior* hi^h school. At the same time
the latter must be integrated both with the initial secondary
period and with the college. Each successive unit in the whole
range of elementary, secondary, collegiate, and professional
education has both common and distinctive features in compari-
son with preceding and following units. In one respect educa-
tional integration requires close articulation of all units
and in another respect educational progression requires dis-
tinctive aims and functions. To quote KIlpa trick: 'Education
is properly conceived as the continuous remaking of the child's
life to ever higher and richer levels.'
"The articulation of junior and senior high schools must
be achieved, therefore, through two approaches; first, a more
universal agreement in respect to their mutual aims and func-
tions and, second, an agreement in respect to their distinctive
aims and functions.
The modification of the courses of study to meet the
achievement ability of pupils has given rise to a question as
to just how the lower achievement group shall be able to enter
the senior high school and expect an even chance of success
there. This raises the question as to whether the senior school
1 Junior-senior High School Clearing House, November 1929,
pages 175-176.
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can reorganize and modify their courses so as to meet this new
development
.
Under the lash of college entrance requirements the senior
school has not dared to do other than strain every nerve to get
its nupils ready for college entrance examinations. To let a
lower ability group enter senior high school would mean that
special classes and a special graduation would necessarily be
provided.
That is,ther>e would necessarily be classes formed for
those who were not looking forward to college entrance, but who
wished to take a complete course in high school. Many senior
high schools are now meeting this need by giving a general
course, graduation from which does not mean that the pupil is
expected to enter college, but expects to get enough practical
and vocational training so to better fit him for life.
The question as to whether colleges shall continue to
demand ninth grqde credits, since they are now largely taken
in the junior high school, has received a great deal of atten-
tion. Surveys made from time to time have shown that most
colleges qr>e now ready to demand a showing of credits gained
in the senior high school only if all the colleges will adopt
the same plan.
In the cities most of the junior high schools have a
separate building and so a completely separate organization
and schedule of classes, but there are more schools being,
operated as six yea^ schools than as separate three-three organi-
zations .
Where the senior and junior high schools are in one plant
there has been a decidedly hard job to make a schedule of
c>
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classes th-^t would meet the needs of these two organizations
in that the periods in the senior high school were generally
longer, than those' of the junior. Aside from this fact there
is in the smaller schools a necessity for an exchange of spec-
ial teachers, such as in music and art. Another problem was
the short noon period of the senior high school in comparison
with the hour to hour and a half of noon for the elementary
grades and junior* high school.
The first two of these problems have been met by length-
ening the junior high school periods and introducing more
supervised study. The third problem h«s been largely solved
by the introduction of the school cafeteria so that a short
noon period is in voa;ue for both senior and junior groups.
The number of periods per day has been a debatable sub-
ject for some time, but the six period day has come into such
universal use now that practically all courses of study are
laid out with that number in view.
Departmental instruction, and to a lesser degree promotion
by subject, have become two of the qualifying phases of junior
high organization. The latter indicates the greater organiza-
tion problem, but in most instances with which the writer is
familiar thru visiting many school systems in Massachusetts,
he finds that although there is departmental work there is very
little promotion by subject solely because of the organization
problems that would arise therefrom.
One of the problems that have led to a separation Tid
poor cooperation between junior* «nd senior high schools is the
difference in pay. This in turn has been due quite largely to
a difference in training. There is a definite tendency today
c
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to m^ke the qualifications for junior' high school teachers
the same as for senior* high and at the same time to raise the
salary schedule to the same maximum.
The Seventh Year Book: of The Department of Superintendence
of the National Education Association shows that nine cities
in Massachusetts have accepted this standard and in one in-
stance, Medford , the elementary teachers are also on the same
salary basis if they have spent as long a time in preparation.
In order that there may be as small loss as possible be-
tween the junior and senior schools, it is being more ond mo ^e
emphasized that the high school is a six year unit. In carry-
ing out this policy there is a definite tendency to have no
graduation from the junior school. It may also be noted that
there is a definite tendency to build more six year high
schools instead of buildings meant to accommodate only senior
or junior pupils.
The cost of operating under the 6-3-3 plan is a little
pbove the cost as under the 8-4 plan, but only so because of
the added courses in practical arts, etc. that have made the
school of much more value to the pupils. It cm. therefore,
be claimed that for equal results the cost is not so great now
as before reorganization.
The general conclusion is that the problems of administra-
tion have been met as they have arisen, and that out of the
solving of these problems a school has been developed that is
muc"h more compact, gives better articulation in subject matter,
and is giving a much more practical and democratic education
th^n before.
c
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SUPERVISION
The question of who should supervise the work of the
junior* high and how it should be done, is another* of the prob-
lems raised by the reorganization of the traditional public
school into a 6-3-3 unit.
In small places there is but one supervisor for all the
trades, so no question arose as to the larger unit of super-
vision, but in the interior workings there was the suggestion
of vertical supervision. Thnt meant that the head of a depart-
ment in the senior school would become the general supervisor
of the work of his department in both the junior and senior
schools
.
If this had taken place at the beginning of the junior
high school movement there would have been little chance for
the junior school to develop the place that it holds today.
It would simply have become a downward projection of the high
school with probably little attention to vocational and educa-
tional guidance. Now that its course has been quite well mapped
out it is quite probable that vertical supervision may be used
to advantage in coordinating the six year high school.
Professor Cox recommends a director of secondary education
with the status of an assistqnt superindentent to coordinate
the supervision of the high school units. He also recommends
a junior-senior-high-school administrators' conference
. com-
posed of the principals and vice principals of both the junior
and senior schools. He believes th^t there should be a definite
program of meetings for the consideration of problems arising
in regard to articulation, etc. ^
1 Junior-Senior High School Clearing House, November 192P
,
page 177.

Professor Hoosic of Columbia University in a series of
articles in the Journal of Educational Method outlines a meth-
od of supervision somewhat in nractice in Europe in which the
teachers choose one of their own members as supervisor f*or a
year .at a time. This, he claims, would mean a democracy in
supervision just as the schools have been democrat icized for
the pupils. He urges as a reason for accepting this form of
supervision that the teachers will cooperate better with one
taken from among them than someone who is hired to direct them
with no choice in the matter themselves. How th«t would work
here is still a matter of conjecture, but as a matter of fact
it is being used to some extent in Europe.
Pew pupils know how to study effectively. «tnd therefore
t^e most important dutT of the teacher is to teach the pupil
that art. Various schemes for the supervision of study have
been used, first the large study hall, the after school con-
ference, the divided class period, and the unprepared recitation
period. Supervision in education in the last analysis de-
volves upon the teacher and supervised study h*s become a
well recognized instrument in the success of the junior high
school movement.
One of the reasons for supervised study is that it gives
the teacher q chance to direct the study into logical sequences
of thought. It also helps to make a more thorough and speedy
preparation of the matter to be recited, thereby lessening the
period of study needed to do the work of the grade. After
good habits of study are formed, then gradually the teacher
steps out of the picture and the pupils do their stud?/ without
supervision
.
The gradual transition from the supervised study period
V
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to more study by ones self is one of the fine arts to be
developed at the transition stqge—the junior high school. In
to just the extent thqt teqcher»s qre qble to inculcate the
desire and ability/- to study with rqpidity and thoroughness, in
to lust that extent will thei^ work be successful in the junior
school
.
In final, we might say thqt the supervision of the junior
high school period is the most vital factor in coordinating
the different units into one six-year sequence, thqt vertical
supervision is still not generally acceptable, but thqt the
burden of supervision rests upon the teqcher who is to so
supervise the study q s to promote the greatest abilit?;- in
acquiring the necessary facta md qttihudes of educqtion.

PART IV
As a part of this study a questionnaire was sent out to
several typical school systems in Massachusetts, hut being
dissatisfied with the results obtained, although every one
replied,. I decided to visit during the February g.nd April
vacation as many school systems as possible to get information
at first hand.
I found in the "Seventh Year Book of the Department of
Superintendence of the National Education Association" that
about sixty per cent of the r/assachusetts schools had oeen
reorganized. Just what is meant by reorganization is not
quite clear, but it is supposed that the seventh and eighth
grades, at lea-t, ha been departmentalized and called a
junior high school. If this is all that is meant by reorgani-
zation, then probably the State report is correct, but if it
means thqt there has been a reorganization of the curriculum
with the ideas as presented in the earlier parts of this re-
port, then most certainly the report is ve^y far from stating
the truth.
Since this questionnaire covers so few school systems
it has a very high probability of error in regard to the total
of the State, but the writer's visits to these schools makes
it seem to have a higher degree of correctness.
Eleven out of twenty-five school systems visited, ^nd
supposed to have a junior high school, really hqd a 6-3-3
organization. One of these eleven was so because of the
necessity for a new school building and not because of delibe-
rate planning. In this particular school there was no
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reorganization of the curricula, with the exception that
Latin wis given in the eighth grade. There was no reason to
call the school a junior-senior school except that those
grades were housed in the same building. No manual training
or physical education of any kind, except baseball, was
offered in the entire six years.
Below is a copy of the statistical part of the question-
naire sent to a number of typical Massachusetts school
systems
:
Yes No t Yes
1. Is your school system operated on a 6-7-3
or 6-6 basis?
11 14 14
2. Are classes grouped according to ability? 9 16 36
3. Does ability grouping t^ke nlnce before 9th
grade?
9 16 36
4. Do all groups get exploratory or trial
courses? 9 16 36
5. Is regular academic graduation open to
all groups? 23 2 92
6. Do junior and senior high teachers meet
to study articulation problems? 7 18 28
7. Does each section of 6-3-3 or 6-6 have
separate supervision? 5 20 20
8. Is there a complete reorganization of
curricula for articulation of
each section? 7 3.8 28
9. Do senior and junior high pupils have
separate sooial and school life? 23 2 92
10. Is the actual per pupil cost higher since
reorganization? 7 7 50
Some of* the school systems that are rated to be the most
progressive in the State in the eyes of loc^l newspapers, had
no grouping according to ability, and therefore no exploratory
courses unless the vocational subjects may be so classified.
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One superintendent of a large citv system wis frank enough
to admit that they really wer»e not carrying out the ability
grouping or* a modification of the courses, although they were
supposed to be operating on that basis.
Where the schools have not reorganized, naturally there
is only one group to enter high school. There is. then, no
reason why all should not enter any group they please and
also fill any time they please. The high percentage of
those thus enter high school without educational guidance
mems more failure rather than ^ore chance for more pupils.
Since ninety-two per cent of the schools allowed any grammar
school graduate to enter any course he or his parents wished,
without regard to ability' or counsel, there could not help
but be a high mortality of students.
Twenty-eight per cent reported the meeting of junior-
senior groups to study articulation problems, but in several
cases this wis so simply because the school system wis arm-ill
and therefore more democratic. The percentage of those who
definitely planned such meetings wis exceedingly low. proba-
bly not more thm ten per cent.
In general, the supervision of the entire school system
is in the hinds of one person, but five places or twenty per
cent reported seDirate supervision.
The two schools that reoorted not hiving separate soci.il
and school life were small schools that were housed together.
The actual cost in those schools that had provided
separate school buildings and were offering an up-to-date
course had risen. In only one instance were the figures
given, but this indicated 1 rise in cost of seven dollirs per
•c
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pupil per year due to reorganization.
Prom these facts it is quite apparent that there is still
o long ways to go before Massachusetts can be sold to have
done anything like a thorough iob of reorganization, that
t^ere are many school systems in the State not receiving
the benefits of the new tools in education, simply because
they have not been willing to change from the traditional
school to the departmentalized and reorganized progressive
school of today and the future.

PART V
SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Prom a survey of the literature on the reorganization
of the traditional school, it is very plain that there was
a real need for a change in educational policy. The first
move in this State that focused the attention of educators
unon this necessity was the survey of conditions in twenty-
four school systems of the State in the year of 1P79.
In 18BR President Elliot of Harvard College gave notice
to the leading educators of the counter that a new order of
things in education must soon develop. The report of the
Committee of Ten aopointed to consider changes in educational
reorganization, as well as the report of the Committee of
Fifteen and the Committee on the Economy of Time in Education,
did much to foster and develop the idea of reorganization
that was later effected in the school systems.
The real* junior* high schools began to appear about the
year 1910 and have had a phenomenal growth since that time.
According to the fifth year book of the Department of Super-
intendence, the junior high school enrolment increased 927
per cent between 1920 and 1924, and Tigert , former United
States Commissioner of Education, in his ]ast report said
thot from 75,000 to 100,000 pupils were entering this new
organization each yeay.
The main objectives of the junior high schools as they
have developed are in general below:
(1) The democra ticizing of the schools thru an enlarged
curriculum.
(2) Educational as well as vocational guidance by means
4*
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of exploratory courses and ability grouping.
(3) Coordination and articulation of the different
school units by means of its changed curriculum, reorganized
subject matter, and vertical supervision.
The problems that have come to the junior high school
grades because of their reorganization have been blessings
in disguise, in that the solving of these problems has meant
a deeper study into the real purposes of this movement. As
a result there have been changes in curricula, administration
and supervision that have made the junior high school of
today a more democratic and child centered school than any
public school preceding it. The changes in curricula have
opened the schools to a great many who have previously found
nothing of interest to them. Changes in administration have
meant a more gradual transition from the elementary school to
the high school, and thus the retention of many pupils for
the upper grades. Supervised study has made it oossible for
more pupils to learn how to study efficiently, and when in
mo^e general practice will mean a great saving in time to
pupils
.
Massachusetts has begun a good work in the reorganiza-
tion of its school systems, but there are more than a third of
the school systems that have made no attempts in this line,
and only about half* of those who have begun the reorganization
have carried it thru to a complete and logical conclusion.
At the present time there seems to be a decided change
toward the building of six year high schools rather than
separate junior and senior units. The reason for this is the
better articulation which may result from having the six
4
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year group in one building. Whatever tendency in this line
may be developed in the future we m«y not conjecture now,
but we are sure that the ideals and purposes brought into
education by the reorganization will remain, at least in
part, as definite contributions to the great work of educa-
tion .
<
;
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